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Abstract
This paper introduces a framework for designing self-organising wireless sensor networks for assisted living. The topology of 
these networks is studied and definition of self-organisation is given. Here, we propose paradigms and explain “local” and 
“global” network properties. In conclusion, the self-organised network function for the wireless health-care networks is 
designed. Simulation results are presented showing promising performance.
1 Introduction
The definition of the “self-organisation” helps to research into different configurations of wireless sensor networks. Alan 
Turing’s [1] proposed the concept that “global behaviours can arise from local interaction”.  We will also use this approach to 
define self-organised network function for self-configuring wireless sensor networks. 
Advances of self-organisation and its properties have been studied by many researchers [4,2] such as self-organising neural 
networks, swarm intelligence, economy, brain theory and various social types of networks [3]. In these examples the 
participating entities do not require centralized control, but react on changes in there local environment. 
A definition of self-organisation can be enumerated into a list of features:
1. If network has a certain structure and functionality - this network is organised by the set of rules (standards) [5];
2. A network is self-organised if central control unit is absent;
3.  Adaptability. If any change within “self-organised” network occurs, such as failure, the overall system reacts to changes by 
the adaptive learning algorithm (system properties) in a coordinated manner. This makes the global system robust to failures. If 
one happens, an external help is not required because the system can cope with the damage itself. This makes global self-
organised system flexible.
4. Scalability. It is an important feature of a self-organised system: within the global and local medical environment the 
number of sensors can vary rapidly. 
There is a very high interest into the research towards developing new types of wireless devices for the healthcare services, 
such as wearable sensors and computers, portable wireless transmitting units and others. This forms the dynamic 
communication network structure. The changing network environment, limited power, low radio range are known problems of 
wireless sensor devices. Therefore, the challenge of a good connection leads to the classical example of self-organisation. We 
believe, that for the further development, features of self-organisation will help to optimise this challenge.
The goal of this article is to design a framework for adaptable self-organised network function and to explore features of “self-
organisation” by simulations. We will proceed as follows. We will underline the benefits of self-organisation for the 
telecommunication networks. Overview of existing self-organised communication technologies is presented. This is followed 
by the design paradigms where we address issues of coordination and adaptability to changes. Finally, the working diagram of 
the designed self-organised function is presented along with simulation results.
2  Medical Network Analysis
Every social environment as well as medical can be analysed from the point of view of social network analysis. It is necessary 
to underline not only the structure of the network, but also local interactions within the global e-health network structure that 
will lead to understanding of network properties and processes taking place within the global wireless e-health network. 
The Social Network Analysis explains social environment as a structure of specific rules for a specific environment. Usually 
the specific actors/units/nodes of the network and regularities between them are the main area of interests for researchers. The 
structure of the network will be measured by the regular processes and patterns “relationships” of respective networks [8].
3 Self-organisation in Communication Networks 
“Self-organisation” has been a widely investigated area and has many applications as well as in telecommunication 
technologies [2,6]. As an example of self-organisation into the communication systems is Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol (DHCP) in a field of IP address allocation. This protocol allows users to configure their own IP address settings. On 
the other hand, by using this protocol, computers are capable of obtaining IP addresses from the server and adapt to changes.
The IPv6 standard makes possible self-configuration which reduces network administrations, that is needed to install dedicated 
DHCP servers. It is achieved simply by combining the prefix with the Medium Accesses Control (MAC) address unique 
identifier. This approach has some aspects of self-organisation such as “local communication” and absence of the dedicated 
server.
The Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and its mechanism of congestion control is an example of self-organisation: it reduces 
the rate if congestion occurs and increases it if packets arrive without any error. This manner of traffic adaptation is 
decentralised and doesn’t depend on scale of the network.
Within the network of the small wireless devices the most obvious challenge is achieving a good coordination among units. It 
is a challenge, because of the “MAC problem”[2,6]. There are different types of protocols that helps handling this problem 
depending on level of locality. For instance, for the local link level such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) that works 
with implicit coordination and CSMA with collision avoidance (exchange of signalling method for collision avoidance). An 
alternative method of node coordination within the wireless sensor networks is TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), 
which is based on slot allocation when transmission is permitted. This approach, however, is less efficient when the network 
has high level of scalability [6].
Another problem is connectivity during topological changes, nodes may “sleep”, fail to work and/or move around changing the 
list of nodes that get into the range of transmission. From that point of view, not only “MAC problem” is important, but also 
synchronisation and routing. 
4 Design a Self-Organized Network Function  
Different aspects of “Self-organisation” have been explored during past ten year into the various subjects[]. One of the most 
interesting questions is which one of the known properties of “self-organisation” can be applied to Communications Systems 
environment. This will require a special approach that will lead to design a set of rules.
We aim to design a framework for a “self-organized” network function especially for the wireless sensor networks by 
proposing rules and defining properties of the network.   
4.1 Paradigm #1: Design Global Properties That Arise From Local Behaviours
Eeach local network may have its own local properties and a “set of rules”, but none of these entities should be in charge of the  
global organisation. It means, if an overall global network is not in conflict with the local properties and if desired global 
properties applied to the local entities it should lead to the desired network functionality.
The fundamental requirements for the routing algorithm are adaptability to different traffic requirements and to bandwidth 
limitations.
There are two conventional types of the Unicast routing protocols: vector routing such as Border Gateway Protocol and 
Routing Information Protocol (BGP, RIP), and link-state such as Open Shortest Path First and Intermediate System-
Intermediate System(OSPF, IS-IS).
1. BGP and RIP are vector routing protocols and designed to distribute the routing information among Autonomous Systems 
(AAs). They are vector routing protocols, the routers exchange network reachability information with their nearest neighbours. 
After establishing the connection, the BGP/RIP router sends the UPDATE message. The peer will use this message to add new 
routes to its local routing table.
2. OSPF and IS-IS are link-state type of protocols. The main characteristic of it is that topology information is flooded 
through the network so that ASs has the complete knowledge of a topology.
The conventional routing protocols are not suitable [7] for this problem because of the periodic broadcast routing ability will 
consume the wireless channel bandwidth and we consider additional overhead and delay. The flooding protocol is very 
adaptable to the high rate topological changes. On the other hand, we need features of conventional routing protocols. This 
leads us to the next statement need to be made: Coordination and Fidelity.
4.2 Paradigm #2: Perfect vs. “Zero” Coordination and Fidelity of Communication
For the wireless sensor network it is important to have a perfect coordination among nodes, because of its nature. However, in 
a real life scenario it is almost impossible to guarantee it for the self-organized type of network. This style of coordination is 
often used in systems with a centralised structure. 
It is obvious that self-organised wireless sensor networks can use the probability with random interval. The most extreme case 
is with “zero” coordination [2]. Basically, this type of communication is not based on signalling massages, but is inferred from 
the local environment. A node within the local network reacts on the change within its environment, by changing the status of 
neighbour nodes, and the whole network. 
4.3 Paradigm #3: Discovery Mechanism and Adaptive Network Function 
To achieve self-organisation we should minimise the amount of “saved” state information. One approach is to a employ 
discovery mechanism (reactive and proactive discovery), the Query or Advertisement Approach is implemented. There is still 
issue of ensuring the capability of sensors to react to changes of the environment. The desired protocol three levels of designed 
presented protocols: Layer1: The protocol is designed with the respect to adaptation to node failure; Layer2: The protocol is 
designed to react on topological change by changing its performance (timers); Layer3: The protocol is designed to obtain the 
optimal routing algorithm depending on the network scale. This adapting protocol will be useful only if the same algorithm is 
implemented. So, every node will be reacting on changing environment using the same “control” algorithm.
5 Simulation Results  
5.1 Types of preference providing scale-free networks
The main principle is based on linking to the new added nodes[4], because compare to others working already for some time, is 
more reasonable. One may check that to keep the network scale-free, the function has to be of a power-low 
form  )(),( sttsG . In principle, the factor is within the range. Variations of the aging factor    produce 
networks with different features. If  <0 – links tent to be attached to the old vertices, if  >0 – the network becomes a chain 
structure.  
During the simulation the directed network is simulated. The Network contains 500 nodes and influence of different the scale-
free distribution (Alpha) on directed network is analysed. The power-low node degree distribution is computed. Clustering 
Coefficient Distribution and its Dependence of Degree is presented. From this on, the strongly connected components are
found and attacks on the network are performing till it falls apart.



























Figure 1. Node degree distribution with the coefficient alpha 
equals zero.



























Figure 2. Node degree distribution with the coefficient alpha 
equals -2.2.
Figures 1 and 2 show the Node Degree Distribution dependence on degree with the aging coefficient variation. Here we can 
see comparison of Incoming and Outgoing Node Degree Distribution for the two different types of networks (different Alpha). 
This shows that the aging component affects dramatically a network structure.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper the processes taking place in health-care networks were analysed and a definition of self-organisation is given.  
Here, we present paradigms and analyse “local” and “global” network properties. In conclusion, a self-organised network 
function for the wireless health-care networks is designed. Some simulation results are presented.
Future, work will be focused on analysing clusters of nodes, for meeting algorithms for different standards within the 
healthcare architecture and mechanisms of mapping them.
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